
Code Next Connect is a free online computer science education program targeted at Black and Latinx
students, providing the skills and inspiration they need for long and rewarding careers in tech and
computer science-related fields.

When do I apply?
Applications open Dec. 7 and the deadline to apply is Dec. 14.

Use this application to apply for Code Next Connect.
Application FAQs are available at g.co/codenext/applicationFAQs.

What do I get if I get accepted into the program?
A lot!

● A $250 stipend
● A once-a-week club for five months learning things like game design, coding, and working with hardware—all

taught by real Googlers from across the country
● Google and Code Next swag
● Your own Code Next email address
● Chance to get to know 15+ other students from across the country, also interested in technology and coding
● Mentorship and advising—developing relationships that will last into the future!
● Opportunity to present your work to the broader Google community at our Demo Days
● A feature on the Code Next Students page (on g.co/codenext)
● Early access to new Code Next curriculum launching in late 2021

Eligible students must:
● Be currently enrolled in high school; we target 9th and 10th graders
● Be available to participate in your Code Next Connect club between

January 25th-March 29th and April 12th-June 7th
● Demonstrate an interest in computer science (but you don’t need to be an expert because we love beginners!)

Questions? Contact: codenext@google.com

Diversity Statement: Any student in 9th through 12th grade that is at least 13 years of age can apply. However, we target mostly 9th and 10th graders. We
will accept applications from everyone, but strongly encourage Black and Latinx students to apply. At Google, we believe a diversity of attributes,
experiences, and perspectives are needed to build tools that can change the world. Everyone deserves the opportunity to pursue a career in technology,
regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, disability, or military service.
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